Worcester's Dictionary
to the State Historical Society, unless of rare dates, or special contents. But the Society will preserve, bind and place conspicuously in the Library, every regular series of Iowa papers, provided means can be had to pay the binder, or as fast as the expense can be incurred. And so, also, of donations of Newspapers and Periodicals from abroad.

HARPER'S WEEKLY AND MONTHLY.

Harper's Illustrated Weekly paper and New Monthly Magazine come regularly, and richly filled with readable matter. The articles on the war of 1812, in the Monthly, are most interesting sketches of past history; and the illustrated war news of the Weekly, are most entertaining pictures of current events, well worth the price of the work.

WORCESTER'S DICTIONARY.

Worcester's Quarto Dictionary contains one hundred and five thousand words, under one index, with thirteen hundred engravings or illustrations of the words with which they are connected, and also with synonyms attached where they belong in the place with the words of the running index, thus saving the scholar much time and search in finding what he wishes to learn.

Webster's Illustrated Dictionary, on the contrary, has fewer words, with three indexes for common words and synonyms, and with pictures in still a fourth place and references back to the words which explain the engravings, making a most lumbering book to waste time over, in finding what one wishes to learn.

No scholar, therefore, acquainted with the excellences of Worcester's Dictionary, will ever resort to Webster's; unless for comparison or reference. And no American scholar should be without Worcester's Large and New Dictionary, which is pronounced "the best in the English Language," as it certainly has the nearest print and type extant, in any book of the kind.